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DINUCLEAR SYSTEM PHENOMENA IN NUCLEARSTRUCTURE AND NUCLEAR REACTIONS�G.G. Adamiana;b;, A.V. Andreeva;b, N.V. Antonenkoa;bS.P. Ivanovaa;b, R.V. Jolosa;b, W. Sheidb and T.M. ShneidmanbaJoint Institute for Nulear Researh, 141980 Dubna, RussiabJustus-Liebig-Universität, D-35392 Giessen, GermanyInstitute of Nulear Physis, 702132 Tashkent, Uzbekistan(Reeived Deember 2, 2002)Properties of states of the alternating parity bands, as well as super-and hyper-deformed states are analyzed within a luster model.PACS numbers: 21.60.Ev, 21.60.Gx, 25.70.�z1. IntrodutionThe relevant olletive degrees of freedom of the dinulear system (DNS)are the internulear distane R and the mass (harge) asymmetry oordinatede�ned as � = (A1�A2)=(A1+A2) (�Z = (Z1�Z2)=(Z1+Z2)) where A1 (Z1)and A2 (Z2) are the mass (harge) numbers, respetively, of the lusters [1℄.The mass (harge) asymmetry degree of freedom was suessfully used todesribe fusion and quasi�ssion proesses and to predit ross setions forproduing superheavy nulei [2℄. Mass asymmetry oordinate an be alsoused in desription of nulear shape. The DNS potential energy as a funtionof � and �Z in touhing on�guration region has a few loal minima. Thestationary eigenstates of this potential are loalized in these minima. Theharateristis (multipole moments and moment of inertia) of these stateswhih are related to the osillations in � (�Z) and to rotation of a nuleusare lose to those for the low-lying negative parity states, high- and low-spinsuper- (SD) and hyper-deformed (HD) states [3�5℄. One an populate theseSD and HD states in indued �ssion reations and in heavy ion reations byhoosing appropriate reation partners and bombarding energy.� Presented at the XXXVII Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 3�10, 2002.(2147)



2148 G.G. Adamian et al.2. Alternating parity statesOur model is based on the assumption that the re�etion-asymmetrishapes are produed by the olletive motion in the mass asymmetry o-ordinate [3℄. The ground state wave funtion in � an be thought as asuperposition of di�erent luster-type on�gurations inluding the mononu-leus on�guration with j�j=1. The alulations in [3℄ have shown that insome nulei the DNS on�guration with an alpha luster has a potentialenergy whih is lose or even smaller than the energy of the mononuleus atj�j = 1. The total wave funtion of a system�L(�; �) = �2L+ 18�2 �1=2DL0M (�) �1� (�1)L�	L(�)is determined by solution of the stationary Shrödinger equation H�L =EL�L, with the olletive HamiltonianĤ = � ~22B� d2d�2 + ~2L̂22=(�) + U(�) ;where B� is the e�etive inertia of a nuleus with respet to � and U(�) =B1(�)+B2(�)�B+V (�) is the potential [3℄. Here, L, V , B, B1 and B2 arethe spin of system, nuleus�nuleus interation at the zero rotational energyand touhing distane, binding energy of the mononuleus, experimentalbinding energies of the lusters forming the DNS at given �, respetively.TABLE IComparison of experimental (EexpL ) and alulated (EalL ) energies of states of the al-ternating parity bands in 222Ra, 242Pu, 146Ba and 148Nd. Energies are given in keV.Experimental data are taken from [6℄.222Ra 242Pu 146Ba 148NdL� EexpL EalL EexpL EalL EexpL EalL EexpL EalL1� 242 224 781 778 739 664 1023 7342+ 111 96 45 45 181 143 302 2793� 317 324 832 843 821 818 999 9434+ 302 287 147 146 514 469 752 7765� 474 486 927 958 1025 1078 1242 12616+ 550 550 306 304 958 958 1280 12807� 703 728 1122 1347 1424 1645 16478+ 843 843 518 514 1483 1491 1856 17889� 992 1014 1578 1778 1841 2132 208410+ 1173 1166 779 773 2052 2028 2472 2286



Dinulear System Phenomena in Nulear : : : 2149The relative ontribution of eah luster omponent is determined by theeigenfuntion 	L whih has a well de�ned parity with respet to the re-�etion � ! ��. In order to justify the interpretation of low-lying statesas osillations in mass asymmetry of the DNS, we desribed all observableharateristis [3℄ (parity splitting and eletri dipole, quadrupole, otupoletransition moments) of even�even nulei 218�226Ra, 220�232Th, 230�238U,236�244Pu, 142�146Ba, 144�148Ce and 146�150Nd for whih the experimentaldata are available. The results of alulations agree well with the experi-mental data [6℄, espeially of the variation of the parity splitting with A atlow L and of the value of the ritial angular momentum at whih the paritysplitting disappears (Table I).3. SD and HD statesThe moments of inertia and quadrupole deformations of ertain DNSgiven in Table II are in a good agreement with experimental ones of SDand HD nulei. Calulations were done taking into onsideration the statipolarization of nulei in the DNS, due to the interation between the nulei.It is found that the SD states in 190;192;194Hg and 192;194Pb are onnetedto the dinulear systems 8Be+ 182;184;186Os and 8Be+ 184;186Pt, respetively.TABLE IIThe alulated ~2=(2~=) (keV) (~= = 0:85=rb, =rb is rigid-body moment of inertia[3�5℄), Q2 (102e fm2) and Q3 (103e fm3) rotational parameter, harge quadrupoleand otupole moments, respetively, for di�erent DNS orresponding to the SDnulei, SD and HD �ssion isomers. ~2=(2=exp) (keV), Qexp2 (102e fm2) are experi-mental data [7℄.Cluster Con�g. ~2=(2~=) ~2=(2=exp) Q2 Qexp2 Q3194Hg!8Be+186Os 6.06 5:56+0:07�0:07 14.2 17:7+0:4�0:4 8194Pb!8Be+186Pt 6.11 5:65+0:47�0:47 14.3 20:1+0:19�0:19 8236U!30Mg+206Hg 3.30 3:36+0:01�0:01 31 32+5�5 27238U!32Mg+206Hg 3.11 3:27+0:03�0:03 33 29+3�3 29236Pu!28Mg+208Pb 3.33 33 37+14�8 30239Pu!30Mg+209Pb 3.26 3:36+0:01�0:01 32 36+4�4 28240Pu!32Mg+208Pb 3.08 3:343+0:003�0:003 34 29240Am!32Al+208Pb 3.16 34 32:7+2�2 29230Th!50Ca+182Yb 2.1 2:0+0:2�0:2 73 42231Th!50Ca+181Yb 2.2 2:0+0:2�0:2 73 42233Th!50Ca+183Yb 2.1 2:0+0:2�0:2 74 43234U!50Ca+184Hf 2.1 2:1+0:2�0:2 73 43236U!50Ca+186Hf 2.1 1:6+1:0�0:4 73 43



2150 G.G. Adamian et al.The low-lying alternative parity states in the SD and HD strutures areexpeted. One an explain the parity splitting by tunneling in �. In �ssion,the nulear system passes through the luster isomeri SD and HD statesloalized in the orresponding deep minima in the potential energy as afuntion of � (or �Z). The work on these problems is in progress.At the sission point in �ssion the system looks like DNS where bothnulei are highly deformed with respet to their equilibrium deformations.This interpretation of sission was heked by alulating the TKE and an-gular momenta of �ssion fragments [8℄. The dependenes of the TKE onthe mass splitting are well desribed in the �ssion of 232Th, 234;236U, 240Pu,250;252Cf and 258Fm [9℄.3.1. How to observe HD states populated in reationsIn order to form the HD states diretly (without the stage of ompoundnuleus formation) in the heavy ion reations the olliding nulei must betrapped into the quasibound states (resonane states) of the nuleus�nuleuspotential [5℄. A long survival of the DNS (moleular type states) in thequasibound states against the deay in R or the evolution in �Z (�) areful�lled on the following onditions:(1) The formed DNS must be old (the internal exitation energy of sys-tem is pratially zero), i.e. the optimal bombarding energy has tobe taken (1�2) MeV below the Coulomb barrier (de�ned with takingthe entrifugal potential into aount) whih means that the nulei areaptured into a quasibound state via the quantum tunneling e�et;(2) The initial DNS must be kept in a loal minimum to prevent a motionin � (�Z) asymmetry. This is possible if the DNS has a large angularmomentum L;(3) Target and projetile should be spherial and sti� with respet todeformation magi or double magi nulei to satisfy (1) and( 2).Optimal bombarding energy E:m:=117 (147) MeV, angular momentawindow Lmin=70 (90) and Lmax=80 (100) for �nding the HD states in heavyion reation 58Ni+58Ni (48Ca+140Ce) are obtained [5℄. The upper limit ofross setions for the formation of HD states is estimated to be about 1 �b.Our alulations show that the half-life T qf1=2 � 10�16 s for the onsideredDNS. Thus, the luster states have quite long lifetimes. A rotating oldDNS deays mainly by low-energy E2 transitions between the quasiboundHD states. For high values of L > 70 (L > 90), these quasibound statesin the 58Ni+58Ni (48Ca+140Ce) system have the energy di�erene of about1.4�2 MeV (0.7�1.1 MeV). We expet spetra with rotational band struture.



Dinulear System Phenomena in Nulear : : : 2151During the emission of radiation, the HD states an deay into fragments.Therefore, we propose a new experimental method of identi�ation of the HDstates by measuring rotational -quanta in oinidene with deay fragmentsof the DNS (Fig. 1) [5℄. The spetrosopi investigation of the HD struturesturns out to be not easy beause of the low ross setion and high bakgroundprodued by the fusion��ssion, quasi�ssion and other proesses.
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Fig. 1. Shemati piture of formation and identi�ation of high-spin HD states.3.2. Population of HD states in �ssionThe old HD isomeri states may play a role of doorway-like states fromwhih the �ssion an only our through the limited number of paths in on-�guration spae. After the evolution, the system deays mostly by on�gu-rations whih are lose to symmetri ones. There is a very small probability
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